
 
 

Today’s Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom 
Yehuda 
 

Yevamos Daf Lamed Tes 
 

KENASA HAREI HEE… 

• Q: Regarding what Halacha was this said? A: R’ Yose bar Chanina said, this is teaching us that to 
terminate their relationship at this point, he would need to give her a get, and that he may take 
her back after the divorce (as is the case with any other wife).  

o Q: It seems obvious that she needs a get at that point!? A: The pasuk refers to her as a 
yevama even after the yibum. We would think that this teaches that she needs chalitza 
even then. 

o Q: It seems obvious that he can take her back after divorcing her!? A: We would think 
that they may get married for the mitzvah, but once the marriage is over she reverts to 
being assur as an eishes ach. The pasuk teaches that from the time of the marriage she 
is treated as a normal wife. 

U’BILVAD SHETIHEY KESUBASAH… 

• The reason he is not responsible for the kesubah is because he did not ask for this wife, this wife 
was given to him from Heaven. However, if the first husband did not leave assets from which 
she could collect her kesubah, we make the yavam give her a kesubah so that he not feel the 
ability to divorce her without consequence.  

 
MISHNA 

• The mitzvah is for the oldest brother to do yibum. If he does not want to, we move successively 
down the line of brothers. If no brother wants to do yibum, we go back to oldest brother and tell 
him that he must either do yibum or chalitza.  

• If the brother says to wait for a minor brother to become an adult and do yibum, or to wait for 
the oldest brother to come back from overseas, or to wait for the brother to become healed 
from being deaf or a shoteh, we do not listen to him. Rather, we tell him that he must decide to 
do yibum or chalitza.  

 
GEMARA 

• If we are faced with the choice of having the oldest brother do chalitza, or a younger brother 
doing yibum, there is a machlokes between R’ Yochanan and R’ Yehoshua ben Levi: one says 
the yibum of the younger brother takes precedence (since the preferred mitzvah is to do yibum) 
and the other says that the chalitza of the older brother takes precedence (because the yibum 
of a younger brother when there is an older brother, is like nothing). 

o Q: Our Mishna says, if the oldest brother does not want to do the mitzvah, we move on 
to the other brothers. Presumably this means that the oldest brother does not want to 
do yibum, but would do chalitza, and we see that we rather have a younger brother do 
yibum!? A: The Mishna means that the oldest brother does not want to do yibum or 
chalitza.  

▪ Q: If so, when the Mishna says that if no brother wants to do it, we go back to 
the oldest brother. Presumably that means that no brother wants to do yibum 
or chalitza. If so, why do we force the oldest brother? Why not force any of the 
other brothers? A: Since the preferred mitzvah is on the oldest brother, we 
force him to do it.  

o Q: Our Mishna says, if the brother says to wait for a minor brother to become an adult 
and do yibum, we don’t listen to him. Now, if the yibum of a younger brother is 
preferred over the chalitza of the older brother, why don’t we listen to him? A: We 



don’t want to delay the performance of a mitzvah. This is the same reason that we don’t 
wait for the oldest brother to come back from an overseas travel.  

o Others say, that they both agree that the yibum of a younger brother is preferred over 
the chalitza of the oldest brother. The machlokes is regarding the chalitza of the oldest 
brother and the chalitza of a younger brother. One says that the chalitza of the oldest 
brother is preferred (the preferred mitzvah is always with the oldest brother), and the 
other says that they are equal (the preferred mitzvah is with the oldest brother only 
when discussing yibum). 

▪ Q: The Mishna says that if no brother wants to do it (presumably yibum), we go 
back to the oldest brother (for chalitza), which shows that the preferred mitzvah 
of chalitza is also with the oldest brother!? A: The Mishna is discussing where no 
brother wants to do chalitza or yibum, and the reason we go back to the oldest 
brother is because the preferred mitzvah (at least with regard to yibum) is for it 
to be done by him.  

▪ Q: The Mishna said that we don’t listen to the brothers who say that we should 
wait for the oldest brother to come back from overseas. Now, if his chalitza is 
preferred, why shouldn’t we wait? A: We do not delay the performance of a 
mitzvah. 

• A Mishna says, yibum is preferred over chalitza, however that is only in the earlier days, when 
people would do yibum for the sake of the mitzvah. In today’s times, when people don’t have in 
mind purely for the mitzvah, the Rabanan have said that chalitza is preferred over yibum.  

o Rav said, still, we do not force someone to choose chalitza over yibum. When a yavam 
and yevama would come to Rav, he would tell them that the choice is theirs.  

▪ R’ Yehuda holds this way as well. We can see this from the fact that he would 
write a chalitza document describing the events and in it would state that they 
chose not to do yibum.  

o Rami bar Chama in the name of R’ Yitzchak said, the Rabanan later went back to saying 
that yibum is preferred over chalitza.  

▪ Q: R’ Nachman bar Yitzchak asked, do you mean to say that the generations 
have gotten better!? A: What happened is, initially the Rabanan held like Abba 
Shaul, who says that one who does yibum for other than the sake of the 
mitzvah is considered to have lived with an ervah. Later, they decided to hold 
like the Chachomim, who said that even if not done for the mitzvah, the mitzvah 
has still been performed.  

▪ Q: A Braisa says, the pasuk of “yevama yavo aleha” teaches that the yevama is 
mutar to the yavam as a mitzvah. Who does this Braisa follow? A: R’ Yitzchak 
bar Avdimi said, this follows Abba Shaul, and the Braisa is teaching that she 
only becomes mutar if the yibum is done for the sake of the mitzvah. Rava said, 
the Braisa may even be following the Rabanan, and the Braisa could be teaching 
that yibum is the preferred form of the mitzvah (as opposed to chalitzah).  

• Q: Earlier in the Braisa it says, the pasuk of “matzos tei’acheil bimakom 
kadosh” teaches that the korbon mincha should be eaten, as a mitzvah. 
This makes sense according to the understanding of Rava, because this 
would be teaching that it is a mitzvah for the Kohen who brought the 
korbon to eat the korbon. However, according to R’ Yitzchak, what is 
the other choice that the pasuk is teaching should not be done? A: It 
teaches that the korbon must be eaten as matzah, and not as chametz, 
and even not as “scalded bread” (where boiling water was poured on 
it). 

 


